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ABSTRACT

1

The recent success of electric vehicles leads to unprecedentedly
high peaks of demand on the electric grid at the times when most
people charge their cars. In order to avoid unreasonably rising costs
due to inefficient utilization of the electricity infrastructure, we propose EVA: a scheduling system to solve the valley filling problem
by distributing the electricity demand generated by electric vehicles in a geographically limited area efficiently over time spans in
which the electric grid is underutilized. EVA is based on a smart
contract running on the Ethereum blockchain in combination with
off-chain computational nodes performing the schedule calculation
using the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM).
This allows for a high degree of transparency and verifiability in
the scheduling computation results while maintaining a reasonable
level of efficiency. In order to interact with the scheduling system,
we developed a decentralized app with a graphical frontend, where
the user can enter vehicle information and future energy requirements as well as review upcoming schedules. The calculation of
the schedule is performed on a daily basis, continuously providing
schedules for participating users for the following day.

The number of privately-owned electric vehicles (EVs) on the road
keeps growing at a significant pace [4]. While this has numerous
beneficial implications such as reduced noise levels, lower greenhouse gas emissions, and vastly improved energy efficiency in
general, there is also a major drawback on the common infrastructure: unprecedented high peaks of load on the electric grid [6]. This
effect is caused by two factors: electric vehicles have high energy
demands in order to charge in a timely manner [3] and most people
charge their vehicles at similar and therefore overlapping times after work when they reach their home [3].
This leads to very high demand on the electric grid at specific
times in areas where many electric vehicle owners live close together. Compared to this demand, the average load on the electric
grid is relatively low. The current situation therefore implies two
equally unfavorable consequences:
• The common electricity production infrastructure must be
sized to meet this peak demand, leading to significant underutilization during off-peak times, or
• Electricity providers are forced to equalize the deficit in
available electricity by buying from other, remote suppliers
using expensive intra-day trading [5].
Both options incur a significant amount of avoidable costs that
would have to be shouldered by society in general in form of a
considerable rise in energy prices in the long term.
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Figure 1: Valley Filling
One of the possible solutions to these issues is referred to as
valley filling scenario, as seen in Figure 1. It focuses on shifting the
EV load away from the system peak into evening hours when the
load is low and the network’s capacity is high. This strategy offers
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the possibility to take advantage of low electricity prices and an
increased network capacity during night time as well as of avoiding
additional load peaks. Desired charging behavior is imposed by the
aggregator, charging at peak load times is avoided and shifted to
low load hours.
Since the proposed solution involves sophisticated computations
(such as ADMM) and includes privately accessible data (such as
current electricity intra-day trading rates), users could find it challenging to trust the results and value their individual contribution.
In order to increase the overall trust in the scheduling system, we
employ blockchain technology to make input data as well as every
computational result publicly accessible, immutable and verifiable.

The contributions of this paper are:
(1) We present EVA, an EV charging scheduler application, built
using smart contracts on Ethereum.
(2) We leverage the use of blockchain to provide transparency
and verifiability of the computed results.
(3) We provide a graphical frontend for customers to register
and query information via the blockchain.
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BACKGROUND ON BLOCKCHAINS

authority, instead relying on the underlying cryptography mechanisms. Thus, blockchain-based systems meet the need for transparency and security in an cost-effective manner.
Generally, there are two types of blockchains: public and permissioned (sometimes called private). The key difference is that
everyone can participate in the maintenance of a public blockchain
(e.g. mining), while permissioned blockchains require authorization
by a governing authority [2].
Blockchain was originally conceptualized and implemented for
cryptocurrency [7]. However, the introduction of smart contracts
created a growing number of application areas, e.g. electric vehicles,
Internet of Things, health care, smart property etc.
Smart contracts are arbitrary code on blockchain which automatically implement terms of multi-party agreements [1]. They are
executed by a network of mutually distrusting nodes, allowing to
automate and track certain state transitions.
As of this writing, the most widely used public blockchain that
supports smart contracts is Ethereum. It currently uses Proof-ofWork based on the Ethash algorithm as consensus algorithm and
employs the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) to execute the compiled bytecode of smart contracts on every full node in the network.
The most popular human-readable programming language for the
development of smart contracts in the Ethereum ecosystem is Solidity.

A blockchain-based distributed ledger records transactions, which
are immutable once committed to the chain. The use of a blockchain
platform allows its users to no longer have to trust a centralized
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Figure 2: EVA Architecture Overview
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SOLUTION MODEL

We propose a solution which allows electric vehicle owners to provide flexible charging times, which are used by electricity providers
to schedule the charging process efficiently across multiple EVs in
order to reduce the overhead on the electric grid. In turn, participating owners will be rewarded proportionally for their contribution
to the reduction of costs that would otherwise be incurred by inefficient utilization of the electric grid infrastructure or the use
of intra-day trading. The goal of the scheduling is to find a reasonable solution to the valley filling problem by distributing the
peak demand efficiently onto time slots where the infrastructure is
underutilized [8].
In EVA, electric vehicle owners use their computers or smartphones to register their EV within a certain geographic area together with its general energy requirements (e.g. battery capacity)
and their flexibility concerning charging times for specified time
frames. The requirements and flexibility entered can be given for
any timespan in the future, but should be submitted at least one
day in advance to be considered in the next scheduling cycle.
The given inputs are persisted in a smart contract, called Aggregator, on a blockchain, where the relevant data for the following cycle
is read every 24 hours by a scheduling system, which computes an
approximately optimal distribution by dividing every given 24 hour
period into 96 equally-sized time slots and iteratively applying a
convex optimization algorithm called Alternating Direction Method
of Multipliers (ADMM)[8]. One scheduling instance should be deployed per geographical location that is dependent on a defined
subsection of the electric grid and subject to a given amount of load
generated by electric vehicles. The resulting schedule is persisted
on the blockchain.
After generating the schedule, the Aggregator computes individual rewards for every participating EV owner proportional to their
contribution to the amount of costs saved. The contribution is measured based on the time flexibility given relatively to the required
amount of electricity. Together with the schedule, the overall profit
as well as the individual profits for each participant are stored on
the blockchain as shown in Figure 2.
Since every input and every result is available on a public blockchain
and immutable and accessible by everyone, each participant has
the possibility to verify the fairness of the profit distribution.
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ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION

For our prototype implementation, we decided to develop the Aggregator smart contract in Solidity and deploy it on the Ethereum
blockchain. This decision is based on the fact that Ethereum is
the most widely used public blockchain supporting all of our requirements for smart contract development. The deployment over
a public blockchain is desirable since the service should be open to
an unrestricted user group and the proposed idea of trust relies on
immutability and free accessibility of all computational data. An
overview of all involved system components can be seen in Figure
2.
As the computation of the schedule itself is quite costly, it is
currently impossible to run the entire system on the blockchain.
Therefore, we decided to deploy separate computational nodes to
run the actual ADMM algorithm. These nodes are represented on

Figure 3: User interface
the blockchain in form of an Ethereum Oracle, taking the input
data and writing back the results using blockchain transactions
as shown in Figure 2. The calculation of the schedule is triggered
automatically at the same time every day, providing the schedule
for the following 24 hour period.
To provide a convenient interface for user access, we developed an Ethereum Distributed Application (ÐApp) based on HTML,
CSS, Javascript and the web3.js library provided by the Ethereum
project. The web3.js library is necessary for asynchronous calls
to the blockchain in order to interact with the Aggregator smart
contract. For this prototype, we decided to rely on the Infura project
to provide us with publicly accessible Ethereum nodes to reduce the
barrier of entry for possible users. Therefore, EVA is usable through
any ÐApp browser for Mobile and Desktop Platforms currently
available in the Ethereum Ecosystem such as MetaMask, Mist, or
Status. A screenshot of the interface can be seen in Figure 3.

5

DEMONSTRATION

To demonstrate the functionality of the scheduling system, we have
prepared a concise walkthrough that presents the core features of
the prototype.
(1) The user opens the EVA frontend using an Ethereum ÐApp
browser and registers an electronic vehicle using the respective view by entering make, model and battery capacity of
the car. This step requires a transaction on the Ethereum
blockchain that incurs a minor cost in form of gas (a fee
paid to the miners for processing transactions) and has to
be approved by the user.
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(2) After the transaction is confirmed by the network, the participant switches to the energy requirements view and adds at
least one requirement in form of a timespan and requested
electricity for a chosen date. Similar to before, this step also
requires a transaction and therefore incurs a minor gas cost.
(3) The schedule calculation is triggered on the Matlab instance
and the resulting schedule is sent to the blockchain.
(4) As soon as the transaction from the previous step is confirmed, the user can switch to the schedule view and review
the assigned charging timeslot.
(5) After the charging is complete, it is possible to query the
blockchain for the corresponding reward.
(6) The user can instruct EVA to verify the fairness of the reward
distribution.
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